Authorize the chairs of the Social Services Appropriations Subcommittee to write a letter to the Legislative Audit Subcommittee requesting an audit of the Department of Health’s Utah State Immunization Information System to answer the following questions by October 2018: (1) Would the immunization information function better if stored in combination with another existing information technology system such as cHIE? Which option makes more sense financially and performance-wise (separate system vs combining information with another system)? (2) How could the data accuracy of the system be improved? Is the system collecting information on all required vaccines for all ages? (3) Do they have any idea (or can they figure out) what percent of vaccines given in the state are actually being entered in the database. If we are able to estimate how many vaccines are missing – can we also estimate the cost in duplicate vaccines given that weren’t needed? (4) What percentage of their input comes across electronically versus being hand entered by the offices administering the vaccines? If an office has an electronic interface that is submitting all their vaccines to the database – are the systems set up to detect when the interface malfunctions? (5) Are there suggestions for how the system could become more self-sustaining in funding? If the audit is not prioritized for completion by the end of 2018 by the Legislative Audit Subcommittee by the end of April 2018, then the chairs shall write a letter to the Department of Health requesting the department provide the same information above via a report to the Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst by September 1, 2018.